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one of the most important features of the avchat software is the fact that it supports many different video and audio codecs. the software supports h264, aac, mp3 and ogg vorbis. in addition to this, you can
also use skype video calls for video conferencing. this means that you can also use the video part of your skype account to video call other people. flashcoms is easy to use and it works smoothly on many

different platforms. the only problem with flashcoms is that it does not have an easy to use management interface, which means that you need to access the control panel via a web browser. chatzy is a multi-
room chat software that supports h264 video and can be integrated with most websites. the main disadvantages to chatzy are that it only allows text chatting, and that it does not support video and audio

conferencing. ourchat is a very popular multi-room chat software that is widely used by webcasters, webinar hosts and other online services. it's similar to flashcoms, in that it can record and broadcast streams
live. skype is a global video chat solution that works on many platforms. skype has the advantage that it can be accessed via a web browser or through a mobile app, and has a very intuitive user interface that

makes it easy to use. avchat is a great software because it gives users a very powerful tool to generate income from their webcam feeds. this means that users can charge viewers as they broadcast their
sessions, rather than having to rely on advertising to make money. chatzy does not have much community involvement, but it does come with a very strong support team. if you are looking for a similar service

that has a lot more involvement with the community, then you should definitely check out chatzy.
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avchat is the perfect choice for those who are looking for a video chat
service that does not require plugins or external servers. it also supports
group calls and both 1-to-1 and group calls. this means you will be able to

have both personal and group video calls in your website at the same
time. the new microsoft skype for web api allows developers to create

video chat applications that use skype's existing api to integrate with your
website. it lets you create a chat box that allows users to chat, call other
users or make group calls. if users already have skype installed on their
computer, you can use the built in user list to integrate with skype. the
avchat software can be integrated into your website and automatically

create a chat room for each visitor. the best part is that it supports h264
video and the entire user database can be imported. it has a lot of

additional features like broadcasting, reporting, and a plugin marketplace.
flashcoms is the premier multi-room chat script. it supports h264 video,
has an amazing number of plugins, a great support team and an active

user community. the most important features are the import of user
accounts, the ability to upload custom images and the great user

experience. avchat is the highest-rated audio/video chat software on the
web. the software is simple to use, feature-rich and supports both text

and h264 video. it also comes with a great selection of plugins and a lot of
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support. the most important features of avchat are the ability to host a
private chat room, create a live stream and enable pay-per-view.
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